
The award-winning DICENTIS family of conferencing 
products – a revolutionary, future-proof platform for the 
integrated conference world of tomorrow, is one of the 
most comprehensive conference solutions in the market. 
DICENTIS conferencing systems from Bosch are the 
perfect choice for a wide range of meeting applications, 
from small-sized organizations to multinational 
corporations, ranging from local to national governments 
to international summits. Standardized IP technology 
and a software-based ecosystem ensure a reliable, 
scalable and future-proof conference solution. 

With the DICENTIS Conference System, we have one goal 
in mind: enhancing meetings by continuously improving 
meeting efficiency and system flexibility.

Easy, scalable, flexible:
Streamline your business with our 
new DICENTIS software licensing



Along with our extensive range of DICENTIS  
conferencing hardware devices, its user-friendly  
software with dedicated meeting functions ensures 
optimum usability and configuration for conference 
systems. As every organization has different 
requirements, the DICENTIS product portfolio offers  
a multitude of hardware for every application – all 
backed up with powerful and easy-to-use software.  
Our DICENTIS Software suite includes a comprehensive 
set of features to maximize the efficiency of your  
meeting. The software functions include system 
configuration, meeting preparation with agenda points 

and voting scripts, synoptic control, participant database, 
attendance and access control. 

The DICENTIS Software suite also allows for smooth 
integration with third party solutions. A wide range of 
functions can be implemented via its application 
programming interface (API) and the conference protocol. 
For conducting professional meetings, chairpersons and 
participants have access to a comprehensive feature set. 
Our software is continually enhanced by incorporating 
new insights from the field to provide our users with the 
best applications based on extensive user experience.

Going forward, we are offering a fresh and more 
scalable approach to software licensing, designed to 
optimize the flexibility and utility of each license for the 
maximum benefit of our customers and their projects.

The DICENTIS System already includes a set of software 
features and standard functionalities without a license. 

In addition to this, you can now choose from feature 
packages that each provide supplementary sets of 
features and functions to suit your specific needs.  

These feature packages are offered with different 
license plans – Perpetual and Professional – that  
are purchased per-participant.

The Perpetual license plan allows for permanent 
ownership of the software and includes a one-year 
software maintenance agreement. There is also an option 
to purchase additional years of software maintenance 
agreement separately. It is the best option for standalone 
conference systems where permanent ownership of the 
software is required. 

The Professional license plan is a yearly renewable plan 
that includes an ongoing software maintenance  
agreement to ensure optimized performance, security,  
and reliability. 

Furthermore, customers can access cloud-based services 
such as hybrid meetings (only available in select countries). 
One remote participant is already included as a freemium 
offer to experience and explore the benefits of our 
DICENTIS Hybrid Meetings solution. Additional remote 
participants can be added to the yearly contract enabling 
customers to pay only for the services they require and 
providing greater flexibility and scalability.

Maximize the efficiency of your meeting with  
the DICENTIS Software suite

Simplify the decision-making: Premium and Ultimate feature packages.

New software feature packages and license plans

Without license With licenses (optional)

Features Included Premium Ultimate
Discuss Base Extended Extended

Voting Ad-Hoc voting rounds Prepared voting rounds

Interpretation Language selection Prepare and manage interpreting

Meeting & Agenda

Participant Database

Identification & attendance 
registration

Meeting reports

Media sharing

Hall display

Synoptic Control

Dual Use

API/Conf.Protocol for 
available functions

Automatic Camera Control HD-SDI + Advanced IP switching + Advanced IP switching For more information of all individual licenses,
download here the full set of datasheets.

License plans of choice

   Perpetual
    (Permanent ownership)

Professional  
(Subscription or prepaid)

Available feature packs (per participant)*

Premium DCNM-LPP-PE DCNM-LPPP-S1Y DCNM-LPPP-P1Y

Ultimate DCNM-LPU-PE DCNM-LPUP-S1Y DCNM-LPUP-P1Y

Software Maintenance (per participant)*

Software Maintenance Agreement Yearly DCNM-LPSMA-PE  
(1st year included)

Additional Cloud services**

Hybrid meetings enablement  1 Participant included  1 Participant included

Add-On Single Hybrid participant DCNM-LPH-S1Y DCNM-LPH-P1Y

Add-On Hybrid Value Pack  
for 10 participants DCNM-LPH10-S1Y DCNM-LPH10-P1Y

Access to future cloud services $ $

1x

one time payment yearly automatic renewal yearly manual renewal

Find the perfect fit and choose between a Perpetual or Professional license plan.

*Globally available.       **Select countries only, please contact your local Bosch sales representative for more information.       $Add-on payment to yearly Professional license plan.

https://boschsecurity.picturepark.com/Go/Qplfhbcw
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What’s in it for the end customer?
 ◾ Lower initial investment costs 
 ◾ Transparent and predictable yearly costs
 ◾ Increased flexibility with changing needs
 ◾ Maximum availability, security and 

functionality by regular software updates
 ◾ Future-proof investment

What’s in it for the system 
integrator and the installer?
 ◾ Long-term customer engagement
 ◾ Transparent and predictable yearly cost 

for clients
 ◾ Regular software updates available to 

keep customer system up-to-date

The new licensing model provides flexibility and 
scalability to your project.  
Feature packages “Premium” and “Ultimate” offer 
various features and functions to suit your specific 
need. Both can be selected whether you choose for 
permanent ownership with “Perpetual” or go for 
the subscription based approach with the 
“Professional” license plan.

This plan provides you with greatest flexibility 
and requires lower initial investment costs, 
making it a future-proof investment based on 
transparent and predictable yearly costs.

Unlock more flexibility and 
scalability with the professional 
license plan.


